Mixed latent Markov (MLM) models represent an important tool of analysis of longitudinal data when response variables are affected by time-fixed and time-varying unobserved heterogeneity, in which the latter is accounted for by a hidden Markov chain. In order to avoid bias when using a model of this type in the presence of informative drop-out, we propose an event-history (EH) extension of the latent Markov approach that may be used with multivariate longitudinal data, in which one or more outcomes of a different nature are observed at each time occasion. The EH component of the resulting model is referred to the interval-censored drop-out, and bias in MLM modeling is avoided by correlated random effects, included in the different model components, which follow common latent distributions. In order to perform maximum likelihood estimation of the proposed model by the expectation-maximization algorithm, we extend the usual forward-backward recursions of Baum and Welch. The algorithm has the same complexity as the one adopted in cases of non-informative drop-out. We illustrate the proposed approach through simulations and an application based on data coming from a medical study about primary biliary cirrhosis in which there are two outcomes of interest, one continuous and the other binary.
Introduction
In longitudinal studies, subjects may be lost to follow-up due to events, such as death, which are associated with the outcome of interest. In these cases an informative drop-out arises that must be properly modeled. From the reverse perspective, the time trend of a longitudinal measurement may predict the risk of an event (e.g., a steadily decreasing CD4 count is predictive of adverse events in HIV patients); see, for instance, Follmann and Wu (1995) for a general account of related longitudinal and survival processes.
A common approach to deal with informative drop-out is via shared-parameter models (e.g., Wu and Carrol, 1988; Follmann and Wu, 1995) , where both longitudinal and survival mechanisms are assumed to share a latent Gaussian variable. Random effects corresponding to latent variables having a discrete distribution, along the lines of this work, are adopted by Roy (2003) to deal with an ordinal latent class model. Another approach to model informative drop-out is that of Wulfsohn and Tsiatis (1997) and Rizopoulos (2010) , where the risk of an event at a time is influenced by the expected value of the longitudinal response at the same time. The resulting Joint Model (JM) uses both fixed and random effects in the hazard function. There are very few generalizations of JMs to the case of discrete longitudinal outcomes. Notable exceptions are those of Rizopoulos and Ghosh (2011) , who propose generalized linear models in a Bayesian framework, and , who rely on a classical maximum likelihood framework.
A limitation of shared-parameter models and JMs is that latent variables, in the form of subject-specific parameters, are time constant. The effect of time is usually captured by a fixed function of time (usually, polynomial) that must be pre-specified and the deviation of the behavior of a subject with respect to the average behavior may not change during the period of observation. For an exception see Henderson, Diggle, and Dobson (2000) .
Latent Markov (LM) models represent a flexible and convenient way of modeling outcomes of a different nature which are repeatedly measured over time; see Bartolucci, Farcomeni, and Pennoni (2013) for an overview. The basic assumption of these models is that the response variables, which are longitudinally observed, are conditionally independent given a hidden first-order Markov chain which accounts for the possibly time-varying unobserved heterogeneity. This approach is extended by also including time-constant individual effects having a discrete distribution, giving rise to the class of mixed latent (or hidden) Markov (MLM) models as originally proposed by Altman (2007) ; for a review see Maruotti (2011) .
Despite the relevance of LM and MLM models, there are very few extensions of these models that can deal with informative drop-out. We consider, in particular, that of Albert (2000) , which jointly models the outcome and missing mechanisms. The latter is assumed to follow a manifest (not latent) first-order Markov chain, and the two processes are linked because the outcome is used to model the missingness indicators.
In this article, we propose a different approach with respect to the ones mentioned above to extend MLM models for informative drop-out, in which the manifest distribution is jointly referred to the longitudinal and drop-out processes; the corresponding time-varying unobserved heterogeneity structure evolves according to the same initial and transition distributions. Our approach falls into the class of non-ignorable random-coefficient-based drop-out models as defined in Little (1995) . The proposed model can be characterized as a selection model, where instead of directly modeling the drop-out mechanism as a function of unobserved responses as in Diggle and Kenward (1994) , we do this indirectly as in the seminal article of Wu and Carrol (1988) . Note that some authors (e.g., Creemers et al., 2010; consider shared-parameter models as a separate framework. Selection models for discrete longitudinal data have been proposed, among others, by Lesaffre (1997) and Ten Have et al. (1998) . The advantages of shared-parameter models like the one we propose are that a directly interpretable marginal model is obtained for the observed outcomes, even if at the price of a heavier estimation procedure. In contrast, a pattern mixture model (e.g. Wu and Bailey, 1989; Little and Wang, 1996) is simpler to estimate but specifies the outcome distribution only conditionally on the time of drop-out.
As a motivation, we consider an example where patients with primary biliary cirrhosis were randomized either to a placebo or a treatment based on D-penicillamine. Outcomes were repeatedly measured after randomization but only 1% of patients have a complete record. In this application it is reasonable to expect drop-out to be informative when it is due to death related to the illness or to transplant. As in the MLM formulation, we account for two different types of unobserved heterogeneity. The first is time-constant and is represented by a latent variable having a discrete distribution with a suitable number of support points. The second is timevariant and is represented by a hidden Markov chain with a suitable number of states.
In the proposed Missing Not at Random (MNAR) approach, the longitudinal outcomes are modeled through a generalized linear mixed effects parametrization (e.g., Fitzmaurice, Laird, and Ware, 2004 ) and a discrete eventhistory (EH) model (see Steele, 2011, and references therein) is used for the drop-out process. We also allow for multivariate longitudinal data, so that more than one outcome, and of a different nature, can be considered at each time occasion. In the application, a continuous and a binary variable were observed at each time occasion. These outcomes are assumed to be conditionally independent given the latent variables, even if we outline how to relax this assumption. A flexible dependence structure is obtained as the random effects are distributed according to a single first-order latent Markov chain with a finite number of states, additionally to the discrete latent variable for the time-constant unobserved heterogeneity. Subjects in the same latent group share class-specific intercepts for the longitudinal models, and a class-specific intercept for the EH model, and they share common regression coefficients for the covariates. The resulting estimates are easily interpretable, and the model is reasonable as it is natural to expect that longitudinal outcomes and drop-out share the same sources of unobserved heterogeneity, which can have different effects on each of them.
Note that our proposal operates in discrete time, and not in continuous time, and therefore it should be used for longitudi-nal data where the missingness pattern consists of informative drop-out, or when the time-to-event is interval censored between two measurement occasions. The model can in principle be used also with right-censored data, but at the price of a loss of information and efficiency. The discrete time approach is simpler than the joint modeling one. Its interpretation is rather different given that joint longitudinal survival models are typically formulated in terms of hazard rate.
For the proposed model we perform maximum likelihood estimation by an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm (Baum et al., 1970; Dempster, Laird, and Rubin, 1977) . This requires an extension of the forward-backward recursions (Baum et al., 1970; Welch, 2003; Bartolucci et al., 2013) to account for informative drop-out. We also pay attention to the computation of the standard errors for the parameter estimates by employing a method proposed in Bartolucci and Farcomeni (2009) .
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we illustrate the proposed class of models. In Section 3 we describe likelihood inference for these models. Finally, the approach is illustrated in Section 4 through the analysis of primary biliary cirrhosis data and we provide some concluding remarks in Section 5. R code with the methods developed in this article, and the results of a brief simulation study, are available as Supplementary Material.
MLM Models with Informative Drop-Out
We consider a longitudinal study on a sample of n subjects, or more generally sample units, in which s i follow-up time occasions are scheduled for i = 1, . . . , n. We assume that s i is known in advance for each subject, while if it is not known in advance all proposed inference can be thought of as being conditional on the number of follow-up times as is clarified in the following.
For each subject i and occasion j we observe r response variables, denoted by Y hij , h = 1, . . . , r; we also denote by J i the last time occasion of observation for subject i, so that drop-out occurs before occasion J i + 1. Also J i is a random variable, the distribution of which depends on observable covariates and latent variables for the unobserved heterogeneity. A realization of the hth response variable is denoted by y hij and, accordingly, a realization of J i is denoted by j i . The observed outcomes for the same subject i and occasion j are collected in the column vector y ij = (y 1ij , . . . , y rij ) . Also note that if there is drop-out, then j i < s i , whereas j i = s i indicates that a complete record of outcomes is observed for the ith subject. Then, if s i is not known in advance we fix s i equal to j i for those subjects that do not drop out, whereas we can fix s i equal to an arbitrary value greater than j i for those subjects characterized by drop-out. This drop-out is informative, as it is assumed to depend on the latent variables affecting the responses.
Let D ij , i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , s i , denote a binary random variable equal to 1 if subject i drops out from the study after occasion j and before occasion j + 1, that is, J i = j, and to 0 otherwise, with D ij = 1 implying that D i,j+1 = · · · = D i,s i = 1 for j < s i . The basic assumption of the proposed model is that, given the discrete latent variable U i with k 1 support points, the discrete latent variable V ij with k 2 support points, and the available covariates, the response variables Y 1ij , . . . , Y rij are conditionally independent and they are also independent of D ij . We denote by x hij the column vector of covariates affecting Y hij and by μ hij (u, v) the conditional expected value of this response variable given these covariates, U i = u, and V ij = v. Similarly, we denote by z ij the column vector of covariates affecting D ij and by p ij (u, v) the conditional probability that D ij = 1 given these covariates, U i = u, and V ij = v. Then, for u = 1, . . . , k 1 and v = 1, . . . , k 2 , we assume that
where g h (·), h = 1, . . . , r, are appropriate link functions and each Y hij is assumed to follow a conditional distribution belonging to the regular exponential family. The reason why p is i (u, v) = 1 is that the follow-up surely stops after occasion s i for all subjects. Note that the covariates in x hij and z ij are considered as given and fixed and then these vectors will be not explicitly indicated when we express conditional probability and density functions given the covariates. The marginal model for D ij based on the above assumptions represents the missing data mechanism, which is therefore specified conditionally on observed covariates and indirectly on unobserved outcomes. The underlying assumption is that all information about unobserved outcomes is summarized by the random effects, as usual in shared-parameter models approaches. The assumption that outcomes are conditionally independent given the latent variables and covariates is typically not restrictive given that we formulate an MLM model; see for instance Ip et al. (2013) . In any case, this assumption can be easily relaxed when all outcomes are categorical (Bartolucci and Farcomeni, 2009 ), using a marginal parameterization based on logits and log-odds ratios. When all outcomes are continuous, one could simply model them with a multivariate normal distribution, possibly with structural assumptions on the covariance matrix. These extensions are straightforward and involve minor changes to the EM algorithm outlined in the following section.
In the dataset used to illustrate the proposed approach (see Section 4) there are r = 2 response variables. The first of these variables is continuous, modeled by a Normal distribution, and the second is binary, modeled by a Bernoulli distribution. Hence, for this application we choose g 1 (·) as the identity function and g 2 (·) as the logit link function; for the distribution of the first variable we also introduce a dispersion parameter indicated, in general, by σ 2 1 . The model for each longitudinal outcome is a classical generalized linear mixed effects model, while the time to drop-out follows an inhomogeneous geometric distribution as in classical discrete time EH models (e.g., Steele, 2011) .
We regard drop-out as a trial within each time interval. The resulting likelihood is that of a Bernoulli model; consequently, we have
pears when there is no drop-out until the end of the study (j i = s i ). This recovers the truncated inhomogeneous geometric distribution given that s i is finite. In order to derive the results in Section 3 it is also important to note that
Note that the only information that is used in the model is the interval censored event time (i.e., that drop-out occurs between occasion j i and j i+1 ). This is a limitation of the proposed approach when exact event times are known, as some information is disregarded. The use of exact (right-censored) event times would anyway lead to a more complex inferential strategy.
When continuous-time durations are grouped into discrete intervals, a continuous-time hazard model (with constant hazard within each interval) would lead to the complementary log-log link: Kalbfleisch and Prentice (2002) . In our application we use a logit link, which we find more convenient. Regarding the latent structure of the model, we assume that, for i = 1, . . . , n, U i is independent of the sequence V i1 , . . . , V is i . In particular, the first variable has a distribution based on the mass probabilities λ u = Pr(U i = u), u = 1, . . . , k 1 , which are collected in the column vector λ. Moreover, the sequence V i1 , . . . , V is i follows a Markov chain with initial probabilities π v = Pr(V i1 = v), v = 1, . . . , k 2 , which are collected in the column vector π, and time-homogeneous transition probabilities
Non-homogeneous distributions can be considered by reparameterizing also the latent variables. A very general formulation is as follows:
where τ u,λ , τ v,π , and τ vv, are class and state specific intercepts, ψ u,λ , ψ v,π , and ψ vv, are vectors of parameters, and x i1,λ , x i1,π , and x ij, are corresponding vectors of covariates. The parameterization above is particularly useful when (i) measurement times are irregularly spaced, so that x ij, can include the time difference between the jth and (j − 1)th occasion (Bartolucci, Lupparelli, and Montanari, 2009 ) and (ii) when the hidden distribution is of main interest. In this second case it is not common to include covariates in the manifest distribution for ease of interpretation. On the other hand, in the proposed application we include covariates in the measurement model, that is, in the conditional distribution of the response variables given the latent variables; this is because we want to evaluate the direct effect of these covariates on the outcomes (see Section 4). Among these covariates we also include the time interval between consecutive occasions of observation, and then we rely on a time-homogeneous hidden Markov chain with initial distribution constrained to be equal to the stationary distribution. This gives rise to a more parsimonious model and estimation results which are easier to interpret with respect to the case of free initial probabilities.
The degree of dependence between the longitudinal and the survival processes is measured by the total variation of γ (1) u and γ (2) v . Accordingly, one can perform a sensitivity analysis by comparing estimates for increasing values of k 1 and k 2 , where larger values are approximately associated with more sensitivity to dropout within the model class. In this analysis we also consider MAR versions of the proposed approach, hence a direct comparison between results under NMAR and under MAR is obtained within the class of models. It shall be noted that suitable analyses are often performed to assess sensitivity to untestable assumptions (e.g., Creemers et al., 2010) ; this is slightly different with respect to our sensitivity analysis. However, in our experience when k 1 and k 2 are too large the likelihood becomes near flat, and hence γ (1) u and γ
(2) v are weakly identifiable.
The link between the random effects in the different outcomes and the indicator for missingness is based on the assumption that they follow the same latent Markov chain. This is similar in spirit to situations in which a copula is used to model the dependence of random effects in the longitudinal and survival processes, as in Rizopoulos, Verbeke, and Molenberghs (2008) .
Likelihood Inference
In this section, we illustrate how to perform likelihood inference for the proposed class of models. The presentation is for the case in which the hidden Markov chain is time homogeneous and with parameters common to all sample units. However, the extension to the case in which covariates also affect the time-varying and/or the time-constant latent distribution, possibly based on (1), (2), and (3), may be implemented in a rather simple way following the methods described in Bartolucci et al. (2013) , Chapter 5.
We start from considering the observed likelihood L(θ) = n i=1 f (y i1 , . . . , y ij i , j i ), where θ is a short-hand notation for all the model parameters and f (y i1 , . . . , y ij i , j i ) is the density or probability of the observed outcomes. Note that we omit, for ease of notation, to indicate the dependence of f (y i1 , . . . , y ij i , j i ) on θ and on the covariates which are considered as fixed. The joint distribution of the observed outcomes is given by
where f (y hij | u, v) refers to the conditional density or probability of Y hij evaluated at y hij , given U i = u, V ij = v, and the corresponding covariates, and
Similarly, we can also express the distribution of the missing outcomes given the observed outcomes when a subject drops out before the end of the study. More precisely, consider the case j i < s i and, in order to stress the difference between observed and missing outcomes, let y o ij = y ij for j = 1, . . . , j i (observed outcomes) and y m ij = y ij for j = j i + 1, . . . , s i (missing outcomes). We have that
This result confirms that the dependence between missing and observed outcomes is due to common latent variables, as already noted in Section 2.
Expression (5) can be efficiently computed by an extension of the forward recursion (Baum et al., 1970; Zucchini and MacDonald, 2009; Bartolucci et al., 2013 ) that we here propose. First of all, ruling out the trivial case in which s i = 1, we consider the following density or probability for j = 1, . . . , j i and u = 1, . . . , k:
Then, for j = 1 we have that
whereas, provided that j i > 1, for j = 2, . . . , j i we have
where v = 1, . . . , k. At the end of the recursion (j = j i ), we have that
In order to maximize the likelihood L(θ), we use a version of the EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) , which is based on the complete data likelihood. Let w i (u) denote an indicator variable equal to 1 if the ith subject is in latent class u (U i = u) and let z ij (v) denote an indicator variable equal to 1 if, at the jth occasion, the same subject is in latent state v (V ij = v); also let z ij (v, v) = z i,j−1 (v)z ij (v) be a dummy variable equal to 1 if there is a transition from latent state v to latent state v at occasion j. The logarithm of the complete likelihood has the following expression:
where the second sum in m i (θ | u), which involves z ij (v, v) , disappears if j i = 1.
The EM algorithm alternates two steps until convergence: first, the conditional expected value of the complete data loglikelihood is obtained (E-step). The resulting expression is then maximized with respect to θ (M-step). These steps are illustrated in detail in the Supplementary Material to the present article. The EM algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a local optimum of the observed likelihood. In order to increase the chances of reaching the global maximum, we use a multistart strategy.
Application to Primary Biliary Cirrhosis Data
We illustrate the proposed approach through an application to a randomized study for the treatment of primary biliary cirrhosis. These data regard n = 312 patients and were previously analyzed by Rizopoulus, Verbeke, and Molenberghs (2010) . These patients were randomized to a placebo or a treatment based on D-penicillamine. We are interested in evaluating the effect of treatment on a continuous outcome (logarithm of serum Bilirubin in mg/dl, Y 1 ) and a binary outcome (presence of edema, Y 2 ), after adjusting for certain baseline covariates (drug, age, gender, albumin in gm/dl, logarithm of alkaline phosphatase in U/L, and logarithm of transaminase at first visit in U/ml, the last one is abbreviated as SGOT) and drop-out. Among the covariates, we also include the time in terms of number of years between enrollment and the visit, together with its interaction with the treatment. The two outcomes summarize two aspects of the disease. Serum Bilirubin is linked to liver and spleen functionality, and it is likely to be connected with worsening conditions, hence making drop-out due to death more likely (this enforces the idea that drop-out must be treated as informative). Edema is a consequence of accumulation of toxic compounds and fluids. D-penicillamine, which is a chelant of copper, is now routinely used for the treatment of primary biliary cirrhosis.
The maximum number of follow-up time occasions is 16 for these data and only 1% of patients have a complete record; the median time to drop-out is 5. Table 1 reports the proportion of subjects having a certain number of observations, that is, n i=1 I(j i = j)/n, j = 1, . . . , 16, where I(·) is the indicator function. The table also shows the corresponding Kaplan-Meier estimates, and the mean of the two outcomes based on the number of survivors.
We begin the analysis of these data by trying different configurations in terms of number of support points of the timeconstant latent variable (k 1 ) and number of states of the hidden Markov chain (k 2 ). For the reasons of model interpretability clarified in Section 2, we assume that the initial distribution corresponds to the stationary distribution of the transition matrix. Note that, though measurement times are not exactly regularly spaced, the variability of the time intervals between consecutive visits on the patient is rather small; hence we decided to use a homogeneous latent chain. In Table 2 we report the BIC for increasing values of k 1 and k 2 from 1 to 3.
Table 1
Observed mean of serum Bilirubin and proportion of subjects with edema by time for the primary biliary cirrhosis data, together with the proportion of survivors ( n i=1 I(j j = j)/n) and corresponding Kaplan-Meier estimates (KM j ); n j is equal to the total number of subjects observed at time point j, for j = 1, . . . , 16. On the basis of the results in Table 2 , we select k 1 = 3 and k 2 = 3, as the corresponding model has the lowest BIC of 5451.8; the corresponding log-likelihood value is −2588.1 with 48 free parameters. We also consider the model with k 2 = 1 and k 1 = 10 chosen according to BIC. For this model, which only includes time-fixed latent variables, we have a loglikelihood value of −2944.3 with 64 parameters, so that BIC = 6256.2, a much higher value than that of the proposed model, confirming that the inclusion of time-varying latent variables may considerably improve the fit. On the other hand, for the model constrained with constant elements in each row of the transition matrix, with k 1 = 3 and k 2 = 3, we have maximum log-likelihood equal to −2635.0 with 45 parameters and then a higher BIC value, equal to 5528.4. Consequently, we retain the model with unconstrained transition matrix and initial distribution equal to the stationary distribution.
It is important to note that in selecting the model, we limit k 1 and k 2 to 3 to avoid the uncertainty due to the multimodality of the model likelihood, despite a model with more classes would have probably achieved a smaller BIC. Note that models with larger values of k 1 and k 2 also result in groups of very close estimates for γ (1) u and γ
(2) v , indicating that the MNAR structure has been taken into account within the model class with the chosen values of k 1 and k 2 .
We recall that the EM algorithm is initialized by a combination of a deterministic rule and a stochastic rule. Overall, in estimating a model with certain values of k 1 and k 2 , we tried a number of random initializations equal to ten times the difference between the number of free parameters of this model and the number of parameters of the initial model without latent variables (k 1 = k 2 = 1). In Table 2 we also report the overall number of initializations of the EM algorithm and the number of times that this algorithm reaches the maximum log-likelihood level among these initializations. On the basis of these results, we consider the obtained solutions as reliable because, for each fitted model, the best point at convergence is obtained from a reasonable number of different random initializations. On the other hand, we noted that for larger values of k 1 and k 2 it is rather rare to obtain a repetition of the best solution, confirming the appropriateness of limiting these quantities to 3. Trying higher values of k 1 and k 2 also leads to a higher computing time and may lead to unstable support point estimates for the binary outcome.
Under the selected model with k 1 = k 2 = 3, we obtain the parameter estimates reported in Table 3 . In order to perform a sensitivity analysis on k 1 and k 2 , we also report the estimates obtained with k 1 = k 2 = 1 and k 1 = k 2 = 2. For comparison, we report in Table 4 parameter estimates obtained with a Missing at Random (MAR) version of our model in which the drop-out is not explicitly modeled for k 1 = k 2 = 2 and k 1 = k 2 = 3 and with the MNAR model with k 1 = 10 and k 2 = 1. The last is important as a comparison for absence of time-varying unobserved heterogeneity.
Table 2
BIC for different values of k 1 and k 2 for the primary biliary cirrhosis data, together with log-likelihood and number of parameters. The table also shows the number of initializations of the EM algorithm for each combination of k 1 and k 2 , together with the number of times the log-likelihood at convergence is equal to the best solution.
Log-lik. # Param. BIC 3   1  1  51  121  1  48  99  2  41  91  161  40  7  5  3  81  131  201  19  15  11  Table 3 Parameter estimates for the latent Markov model with informative drop-out for the primary biliary cirrhosis data with k 1 = k 2 from 1 to 3
Outcome: log(Serum Bilirubin) From the results obtained under the chosen model, we conclude that the treatment is beneficial on serum Bilirubin, but it does not seem to be on the time to drop-out or on edema. Note that Rizopoulus et al. (2010) obtains similar results for the treatment effect on serum Bilirubin (as the MAR model does, see below). The treatment is a chelant, which binds copper and helps therefore the body to get rid of potentially toxic accumulation of this metal. An effect on edema could therefore be expected and the lack of significance suggests that there may be other biochemical or physiological pathways involved in the illness other than copper accumulation in tissues. Concerning the other predictors, it can be observed that, with respect to age, the probability of edema increases, that females have lower levels of Bilirubin, and that albumin is protective. The sensitivity analysis testifies that for these data there is a large sensitivity to drop-out, as treatment effect estimates are sensibly different for different values of k 1 and k 2 .
We finally consider the estimated latent distribution parameters. In Table 5 we report the differences between the latent intercepts associated with the time-fixed component and their averages, and the probability mass estimates. In Table 6 we report the differences between the latent intercepts associated with the time-varying component and their averages, the initial parameter vector, and the transition matrix.
Table 4
Parameter estimates for the latent Markov model with informative drop-out for the primary biliary cirrhosis data with k 1 = 10, k 2 = 1 and with ignorable dropout with k 1 = k 2 = 2 and k 1 = k 2 = 3 Outcome: log(Serum Bilirubin) We observe that the groups are rather well separated both with respect to the time-constant and the time-varying latent variables, and that is far from a diagonal matrix, which corresponds to a situation of perfect persistence. We conclude that there are distinct subgroups of patients with different prognostic expectations (time-fixed unobserved heterogeneity), and that patients may move from one subgroup to another during the follow-up for unforeseen reasons (timevarying unobserved heterogeneity).
Discussion
We propose an event-history approach to Mixed LM models with informative drop-out. The model can be used in discrete time, that is, when it is only known that drop-out has occurred between two measurement occasions. It can also be applied in continuous time, but at the price of a loss of efficiency. The basic assumption is similar to that of classical sharedparameter models, that is, random effects capture all missing information due to drop-out and hence missing indicators and outcomes are conditionally independent given these random effects. We also relax the usual assumption that random effects are time constant by adding a second term distributed according to a hidden Markov chain. In order to derive inference we extend the usual forward-backward recursions to informative drop-out and consequently propose an extended version of the EM algorithm for maximum likelihood estimation in MLM models. The advantages of the proposed type of modeling are shown by an application based on a study about primary biliary cirrhosis in which there are two outcomes of interest, the first is continuous and the second is binary.
The high flexibility of the proposed model comes at the price of certain estimation complexity, which is mainly related to the multimodality of the likelihood function. Taking this into account, it is important to use a limited number of support points for the time-constant and for the time-varying latent variables, especially if the sample size is limited. Moreover, it is important to check if the best solution obtained from the EM estimation algorithm is also obtained starting from different points of the parameter space. In the application, we show how this task may be simply performed by using a random starting initialization rule for the EM algorithm.
Supplementary Materials
Web Appendix, Tables and code referenced in Sections 1 and 3 are available with this paper at the Biometrics website on Wiley Online library.
Table 6
Time-varying latent distribution parameter estimates for the latent Markov model with informative drop-out, with k 1 = 3 and k 2 = 3, for the primary biliary cirrhosis data (support points ordered according to the first dimension; standard errors in brackets) v α
(2) 1v α (2) 2v γ (2) v π v π v1 π v2 π v3 1 −0.824 −1.353 −1.103 0.475 0.954 0.046 0.000 (0.057) (0.171) (0.198) (0.031) (0.007) (0.007) (0.001) 2 0.121 0.622 0.011 0.269 0.018 0.851 0.130 (0.054) (0.185) (0.239) (0.025) (0.011) (0.017) (0.016) 3 1.396 1.850 2.028 0.257 0.067 0.071 0.863 (0.051) (0.151) (0.195) (0.022) (0.018) (0.022) (0.018) ernment (FIRB project "Mixture and latent variable models for causal inference and analysis of socio-economic data").
